ANPI uses Testifire for daily testing
Since its launch, popularity of Testifire has grown and grown with an
increasing number of companies impressed by the advances and benefits it
brings. One such organisation is ANPI National Organisation for fire and
theft fighting, which is run as an initiative of the Belgian insurance
companies.
ANPI work to ensure fire detection standards are maintained, this includes
ensuring installed fire systems are approved and that post installation they
are functioning correctly - which includes working to ensure the service
companies are maintaining the systems correctly.
As a respected governing body ANPI are keen to use the latest technology
and solutions in all their work. Testifire fits perfectly into this way of work
and as a result all fire inspectors at ANPI have recently been issued with
their own Testifire. Feedback has been very positive with many inspectors
commenting how happy they are with the new test tool, with particular
reference being made to the ease of use of Testifire and the longevity of
the smoke capsules. In addition, like other users, inspectors at ANPI have
found being able to test up to three stimuli with one device is a real
advantage significantly increasing productivity and as a result allowing
more work to be scheduled into a typical working week.
ANPI, as a standard bearer for the market, and with a commitment to the
protection of life, property and the environment, sees the market
introduction of green, non-hazardous, non-pressurised smoke capsule
technology as a real advancement. Testifire is not only a highly professional
device but also an environmentally friendly technical solution which fits
easily with the ANPI brand.
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This gives an overview of the key areas of advantage for ANPI in using
Testifire, for greater detail on these and other areas of benefit please visit
http://www51.honeywell.com/be/en/business-n2/acs-n3/life-safety.html
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Product Range:
Testifire 1000
Smoke and Heat Tester
l Testifire 2000
Smoke, Heat and CO Tester
l Range of kits available
l
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